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ABSTRACT
India is a rapidly developing nation with the associated brisk pace of construction.
More sustainable building practices for construction in India would have social,
environmental, and economic benefits. However, the key process attributes for
successfully planning, designing, and constructing sustainable buildings in India are
largely undefined. Other projects in India would benefit from a rigorous identification of
these key process attributes which could help leapfrogging the sustainable building
delivery in India to the best available practices.
Sustainable buildings require different delivery processes than traditional
buildings; this can lead to process wastes due to unfamiliarity or incompatibility of the
processes. These process wastes can lead to unnecessary costs for sustainable buildings.
This research adopts process mapping to study the processes used to successfully deliver
Soundarya Decorator’s factory building in Chennai, India. From these process maps, key
process attributes are identified. These process attributes are compared to those identified
in a previous study of the successful delivery of the Toyota South Campus facility located
in Torrance, California.
The results of this study show that many of the key process attributes for the
project in India are aligned with the key attributes identified previously for the Toyota
project. This provides valuable replication of the first study, confirming many of the
results. Key process attributes common to both projects include early commitment to
sustainability, educating the project participants on sustainable technologies and project
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participants with sustainable expertise. Based on these findings, a set of preliminary
guidelines to accomplish leapfrogging of sustainable building delivery in India are
outlined.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The introduction discusses the different topics that are needed to establish a context for
the research. A description of the research scope and objectives is provided.

1.1 Description of Research
India’s sustainable building efforts would benefit from an improved understanding of the
planning, design, and construction processes used to successfully deliver these buildings. This
research involves investigating the leapfrogging potential of sustainable building delivery in
India by identifying the key process attributes of the delivery process for a sustainable building
in India by mapping the process and then comparing these key attributes to the attributes
identified from the process maps of an exemplary project in the U.S. This insight and
comparison is used to outline preliminary guidelines for leapfrogging sustainable building
delivery in India.

1.1.1 Research Problem
There is a growing recognition that, worldwide, current building practices are not
sustainable. Buildings use more fossil fuels than any other industry sector and contribute a
proportionate amount of CO2 emissions. In response, developed nations are revising their
outdated building practices with greater sustainability in mind. India is a fast developing nation
with the construction industry going at a very brisk pace. While more sustainable buildings are
slowly gaining market share in developed nations, there is a tremendous opportunity in India to
avoid the different steps made by developed nations and move directly to the most sustainable
building practices. Properly implemented, these practices would improve the long-term viability
1

of development in India while helping reduce the dependence on fossil-fuels and CO2 emissions.
By using sustainable methods for construction in India, environmental and economical benefits
can be achieved. But India’s current sustainable building practices, especially the related
planning, design, and construction processes, are still undefined. Defining these processes and
their key attributes is the first step in improving them, so there is a need to document effective
sustainable building processes in India. Efficient processes increase the likelihood of
producing cost-effective sustainable buildings without compromising on features (Lapinski
2005).

1.1.2 Research Goal
The goal of this research is to investigate the leapfrogging potential of sustainable
building delivery in India by identifying key process attributes for an exemplary
sustainable building project in India, and comparing these attributes with those identified
for an exemplary sustainable project in the U.S. Leapfrogging occurs when developing
nations implement state of the art strategies and technologies without going through all the
intermediate steps taken by developed nations to reach the same point. Widespread cell phone
use in Africa, in place of developing a landline infrastructure, is one example of leapfrogging.

1.1.3 Research Objectives
The primary objectives of this research are to:
1. Examine, through a literature review, differences in delivery between sustainable and
traditional buildings as well as any key process attributes identified for sustainable
building delivery.
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2. Map the delivery process for the Soundarya building in India. The lean and green
modeling protocol, which uses lean principles applied to a building delivery, is used.
3. Use the process maps to identify key process attributes in the delivery process of the
Soundarya project.
4. Compare the key process attributes of the Soundarya project to the key process attributes
identified in a previous study of the Toyota South Campus project in the U.S.
5. Based on the results of the comparison and the process maps, a set of guidelines to
accomplish leapfrogging for sustainable building delivery is recommended for future
sustainable projects in India.

1.1.4 Research Outcomes
The outcomes from this research include:
1. Analysis of the sustainable building delivery process in India.
2. Application of lean principles to study a sustainable project in India.

1.2 Structure of Report
Chapters 1 and 2 give the user the motivation behind the research and the necessary
information to interpret the results of the research. Chapter 2 discusses the different literature
that is reviewed to understand the usage of the modeling approach in the research. Chapter 3
covers the research methodology required to compete the research. Chapter 4 is the actual data
collection and the analysis from the project in India. Chapter 5 is the conclusions and
implications based on the analyzed data and comparisons. Chapter 6 is the references used for
this research.
3
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Background and Literature Review

This literature review discusses sustainable building and its history, sustainable building
delivery, and process mapping as they relate to this research project. The sources for these
articles include journals, published book and internet sources.

2.1 History of Sustainable Buildings in the US and India
Before the industrial revolution during the late 18th century and 19th century, people
relied on themselves and their communities to provide most of the things that they needed. As
the majority of the population was in villages and small towns, people used local lands and
supplies to support them. Their lifestyle was inherently sustainable (London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham Council, UK).
The industrial revolution was responsible for bringing the usage of mechanical systems
for agriculture, manufacturing and transportation and thus changing the way people lived. During
the beginning of the 20th century, this revolution had its effect across most of the European and
North American nations. In the 1930s, new building technologies like HVAC, fluorescent
lighting, structural steel and reflective glass were used due to cheap availability of fossil fuel
which was needed for the transportation of materials from different parts of the world (USGBC
2003). Buildings became more generic in nature with little thought on the effect on the
environment or people. The need for interactions between professionals such as architects and
engineers was not realized and thus ignored. This reduced the sharing of information between
professionals needed to understand the effect of the buildings on the surrounding environment
and the people involved with the building.
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Over the next three decades people slowly began to understand the implications of the
buildings on the habitat surrounding the building. In 1970, the energy crisis was it at its height
due to the oil embargo (Betz December 1998). This spurred the ‘sustainability movement’ which
included significant research and activity to improve energy efficiency and find renewable
energy sources (EPA). This, combined with the environmental movement of the 1960s and
1970s, led to the earliest experiments with contemporary green building. Technologies such as
solar photovoltaics and wind turbines were researched and used in buildings to reduce the energy
dependency on foreign oil. Recently, research has examined the processes involved from the
planning to the operational stage to further increase the efficiency of a sustainable building.
Applying lean principles in building methods was researched to improve the processes involved
in a sustainable building (Lapinski 2005; Klotz 2007).
In India, the industrial revolution in the earlier centuries did not have the same effects as
in other Western countries (Dutt January 2007). Building patterns in India were more passive, so
the problem of resource exhaustion was not a concern in India until the last decade. Now, India
is a large developing country with the economy growing at a frantic pace and the people are
pursuing a higher standard of living. With more industrialization in the future, the effect of not
being sustainable can be catastrophic.
While it would be simple for India to copy the sustainable building strategies and
technologies from industrialized countries, indigenous problems are best solved by indigenous
solutions. However, lessons learned from other countries can be applied to India, keeping in
mind the system already in place and how it can be incorporated.

5

Figure 1: History of Sustainable Building Model visualizes the history of the sustainable
building movement in the U.S. and India and gives a rough idea of the steps India could avoid
adopting the best sustainable building process.

Figure 1: History of Sustainable Building Model

2.2 Sustainable Buildings
Sustainability in the context of buildings has three guiding principles: economy,
environment and social. Traditionally, most owners and contractors have had interest only in the
economic aspect of construction; sustainable building also looks at the impact of it on the
environment it inhabits and the people that inhabit the building. Figure 2: Three Spheres of
Sustainability (Rodriguez et al. April 2002) explains the connection between economic,
environment and social effectively to explain sustainability.
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Sustainable buildings are buildings which have been developed keeping in mind not only
the economics involved in a construction project, but also the ecological and social effects of it.
The goal of sustainable buildings is “…creating and operating a healthy built environment based
on resource efficiency and ecological design” (Kibert 2005).

Figure 2: Three Spheres of Sustainability (Rodriguez et al. April 2002)

Global warming and the consequential climate change make it imperative that future
development is more sustainable. Buildings across the world emit 40% of all global CO2
emissions into the atmosphere, one of the main components for the phenomenon of global
7

warming (Yudelson 2007). This added to the fact that most of the materials used in construction
are being procured from far off places add to the carbon footprint of the building due to the
transportation involved. Also, wastes from construction ending up in landfills could be
potentially destroying the environment surrounding the landfill area.
Sustainable or green building can help mitigate this growing list of problems associated
with constructing conventional buildings. By making the building more energy efficient, the
energy consumption can be reduced. Also, the building can be powered by clean renewable
energy such as solar and wind power. This can reduce the building’s dependence on the grid
which in turn is powered by coal power plants which use huge chunks of the earth’s natural
resources to generate energy. By using renewable energy, the impact of a building on the
environment can be reduced even further.

2.3 Sustainable Building Delivery
Sustainable buildings need more inputs than a traditional building to be built efficiently.
The process of planning, design, construction and even operation differ for sustainable buildings
when compared with traditional buildings. Traditional buildings generally have a very linear and
vertical structure where one specialized process leads to another process (Cacciatori and
Jacobides 2005). The architect has to finish the plans before the structural engineer gets it and
the structural engineer has to give the structural details before the construction manager can
schedule for the actual building and so on. This is acceptable for a traditional building because it
has been time tested and most people are comfortable with it. But, sustainable buildings need a
cross functional and horizontal structure during the delivery process to ensure an efficient
building. Sustainable buildings generally have a design charrette to facilitate the whole process.
8

A design charrette is a collaborative meeting of all the different people associated with the
project, from the stakeholder to the sub-contractor. This charrette helps the project by getting
inputs from all the key participants to chart out a project plan which is beneficial to everyone.
Table 1: Comparison of Traditional and Sustainable Building Delivery help to further understand
sustainable building delivery by contrasting it with status quo traditional building delivery.
Table 1: Comparison of Traditional and Sustainable Building Delivery
Traditional Building Delivery

Sustainable Building Delivery

Vertical Hierarchy Structure

Horizontal Hierarchy Structure

Meetings are One to One – Owner – Architect, Design Charrette – Everyone involved in the
Architect – Engineer etc

project have an input

Less Transparent

Transparent across the different phases of
project (Klotz May 2008)

Project Level Optimization

Global Level Optimization

Sustainable building delivery often might have requirements that incur an up-front or first
cost premium (Steven Winter Associates October 2004). The costs can be due many factors such
as energy modeling, traditional often locally manufactured materials, certifications, green
features etc. A lot of green features such as green roof, air quality monitors, passive solar design,
an efficient HVAC system, super insulated windows, etc need systems thinking to be efficient as
a whole rather than adding them later on to the project individually. This might require additional
investments in the beginning to implement these features in the building even if they offer
significant savings in the operational phase of the life cycle (Klotz, 2007).
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Since the delivery process for sustainable buildings are different from the conventional
buildings, it is new and challenging to the people who are pursuing to build sustainably. This
inexperience might lead to green projects laden with waste processes such as unnecessary work
delays, rework, changes and over-production (Klotz, 2007). Process waste can make the upfront
cost even higher and can limit the business case of sustainable building.
While many of these associated costs can be a barrier to the adoption of sustainable
buildings into mainstream construction, recent studies show that sustainable buildings do not
necessarily cost more than traditional buildings. A study of the database of one consulting firm’s
projects to compare the cost of LEED-certified projects to those not pursuing certification, shows
no statistically significant cost difference between the two groups (Matthiesson and Morris
2007). In addition to this, a separate study of 33 sustainable buildings in California also finds a
negligible first cost difference between sustainable and traditional buildings, estimating an
average first cost premium of less than 2% (Kats October 2003).
These results can be possibly explained by the effectiveness of the delivery processes
used in the projects. Clearly, projects such as the Toyota facility supports the fact that using a
more structured and systematic process for a building delivery could incur no up-front cost
(Lapinski 2005). Similarly, a traditional building delivery with poor process attributes could
escalate the costs higher than that of a sustainable building.
Since the primary influence of costs in a building is its delivery process, it is imperative
to understand the importance of it and the opportunities to reduce costs on sustainable projects
are even earlier in the delivery process than on traditional projects processes (Mogge 2004).
Visualizing the delivery process can help the project participants to better understand and
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measure the process. The visual representation can be established by using “Process Maps” to
map the delivery process.

2.4 Process Mapping
2.4.1 Process
A process is a series of activities (tasks, steps, events, operations) that takes an output,
adds value to it, and produces an output (product, service, or information) for a customer (Anjard
1996). It can also be defined as a set of procedures required to achieve a favorable result. Thus,
processes have an important role in any organizations management. By analyzing and measuring
the processes involved in an organization, important insights can be found which could be used
to improve the organization’s overall efficiency.

2.4.2 Process and Functions
Most organizations have functions: experts of similar backgrounds are grouped together
in a pool of knowledge and skills capable of completing any task in that discipline (Oakland
2003). This represents a vertical structure where each department has their own pool of
knowledge and problems which is never conveyed to other departments which could have
benefited from this knowledge. Also, feedbacks are constrained further inhibiting the efficiency
of the organization. Barriers to customer satisfaction evolve, resulting in unnecessary work,
restricted sharing of resources, limited synergy between functions, delayed development time
and no clear understanding of how one department’s activities affect the total process of attaining
customer satisfaction (Oakland 2003)
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Processes on the other hand have a more open and transparent structure. Concentrating on
managing processes breaks down functional internal barriers and encourages the entire
organization to work as a cross-functional team with a shared horizontal view of the business
(Oakland 2003). Processes are critical to seizing and maintaining a competitive advantage
(Anjard 1996). With the knowledge of the existing process, it can be analyzed and improvements
can be suggested which helps the organization remain competitive with similar organizations.
Processes are the vehicles for exceeding customer expectations and achieving organizational
goals (Anjard 1996). Since customers define the output, process improvements can help satisfy
the customers better and thereby strengthen the relationship crucial to future business.

2.4.3 Process Mapping
One of the initial steps to understand or improve a process is to gather information about
the important activities so that a ‘dynamic model’ – a process map or flowcharts – may be
constructed (Oakland 2003). This concurs with the fact that to improve a process, we first need
to understand and measure it. Process Mapping helps understand the process better, since it is the
pictorial representation of the processes. It is a visual aid for picturing work processes which
shows how inputs, outputs and tasks are linked (Anjard 1996). Table 2: Comparing Road Map
and Process Map shows an analogy to explain process mapping better (Anjard 1996).
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Table 2: Comparing Road Map and Process Map
Road map

Process map

Takes directions and converts them Takes procedures and converts them
into a picture

into a picture
Shows the route inputs travel to

Shows various routes to a destination

become outputs

Shows the communities you pass Shows

the

functions/departments

through to reach a destination

involved and the hand-offs

Shows connecting roads

Shows connecting processes

Shows faster and slower routes

Highlights areas for improvement

Provides alternative routes

Triggers ideas to improve process

Some of the aspects needed to identify the key issues while preparing the process maps
are as follows (Oakland 2003)–
•

Defining supplier-customer relationship

•

Defining the process

•

Standardizing procedures

•

Designing a new process or modifying an existing one

•

Identifying complexity or opportunities for improvement

2.4.3.1 Defining supplier-customer relationship

The output of any process has to be aligned to that of the customer, since customer
satisfaction is of utmost importance to any organizations future business. Therefore, it is
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necessary for ‘customers’ to determine their needs or give their reaction to proposed changes in
the processes (Oakland 2003). This phase helps define the boundaries for each of the
departments in the organization usually marked by the suppliers input and the customers output.
Fundamental information about the process itself, such as the name of the process and the
‘owner’ of that process is captured (Oakland 2003).

2.4.3.2 Defining the process

Many processes in need of improvement are not well defined. A production engineering
department may define and document in great detail a manufacturing process, but have little or
no documentation on the process of design itself (Oakland 2003). So the need to define the
process becomes all the more important considering the fact that to improve the process, we first
need to define and understand it. The actual definition must be done in a brainstorming session
attended by people who actually are involved in the activities to reflect the true picture of the
process rather than having an expert describe the ideal flow.

2.4.3.3 Standardizing procedures

To measure the process in a uniform manner across departments, it is necessary to
standardize the procedures in the departments. A significant source of variation in many
processes is the use of different methods and procedures by those working in the process
(Oakland 2003). Flowcharts are useful for identifying parts of the process where varying
procedures are being used. They can also be used to establish a standard process to be followed
by all (Oakland 2003)
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2.4.3.4 Designing a new process or modifying an existing one

From the data captured from the above process, the processes can be analyzed and
recommendations for the improvement of the process can be outline or a completely new process
can also be designed to streamline the process further. Time should not be wasted improving an
activity that is not worth doing in the first place (Oakland 2003).

2.4.3.5 Identifying complexity or opportunities for improvement

In any process there are many opportunities for things to go wrong and, when they do,
what may have been a relatively simple activity can become quite complex (Oakland 2003).
Documenting the steps in the process, identifying what can go wrong and indicating the
increased complexity when things do go wrong will identify opportunities for increased quality
and productivity (Oakland 2003)

2.5 Process Mapping Techniques
Following are some of the methods or techniques present to conduct process mapping.
This list is not exhaustive since it is not directly applicable to the research and is intended just to
give a background on the methods.

2.5.1 Hierarchy plus Input Process-Output (HIPO)
Hierarchy plus Input Process-Output (HIPO) methodology, developed and supported by
IBM, consists of a set of diagrams which graphically describe the input, output, and the functions
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of a system (Martin and McClure 1988). This model uses three diagram types; visual table of
contents, overview diagram, and detail diagram (Chung 1989).

2.5.2 Data Flow Diagrams (DFD)
DFDs concentrate on the data in an information system. They show the sequence of
processing steps traversed by the data. Each step documents an action taken to transform or
distribute the data (Dufresne and Martin 2003). Data flow diagrams are easier to validate by
experts.

2.5.3 Control Flow Diagrams
Control flow diagrams (CFD) are similar to Data Flow Diagrams except they are
commonly used where the application is more event-driven than data-driven (Dufresne and
Martin 2003).

2.5.4 Structured Analysis and Design Technique
Structure Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) is a graphics language and a set of
analysis procedures used to describe a system and its environment (Chung 1989). In this method
the activities and data are distinctly explored and then mapped.

2.5.5 Systematic Activity Modeling Method
This is a functional modeling methodology. It is based on the decomposition of activities
and data, and studies the flow of data through activities within a system (Chung 1989). The
IDEF0 mapping method is very similar to this method.
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2.5.6 IDEF0
This is the most commonly used business process modeling method. It models the tasks
performed by an organization, to include the inputs, outputs, and controls of each task. Tasks, or
activities, can be shown as high level tasks which decompose into sub-tasks. Inputs, outputs, and
controls can also be aggregated into groups (Dufresne and Martin 2003).

2.5.7 Flow Charts
Flow charts have been used very extensively by the computer industry due to their
simplicity and ease of use. Flow charts were developed to depict the path of execution within a
single process. They do not have the expressive power to properly model groups of cooperating
processes (Dufresne and Martin 2003).

2.5.8 Gantt/Pert Chart
Gantt/Pert charts are being used in the scheduling and planning phase of construction.
While they can be easily interpreted especially with respect to time, they do not clearly define
the relationship between the activities.
There are more methods available such as Structure charts, Warnier/Orr Diagrams,
Jackson diagrams, Value stream mapping and the more recent Business Process Re-engineering,
ISO 9000. These methods do not fall in the core of this research and have been mentioned only
to state their existence.
Of the above mentioned methods, the IDEFO can be the most applicable to this research
since it allows having a macro level mapping and then allows it to break into sub-tasks, thus
increasing the level of sophistication of the process map as we break the tasks into smaller sub-
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tasks. This can help us to clearly define the relationships between the different processes
involved to complete the project efficiently.

2.6 Process Mapping in Sustainable Building Delivery
Sustainable buildings are built distinctly different from that of a traditional building. The
processes involved in sustainable buildings are more complex due to its more integrated
approach. Also, since the processes are new, the stakeholders are increasingly unfamiliar to this
type of delivery. By using process maps, the processes can be visually communicated in a
simplified manner to all the stakeholders. This facilitates better understanding of the process and
can help them get sustainable solutions for the project by keeping the first cost premium almost
negligible.
Process mapping the delivery also makes the whole system transparent. Thus, the
stakeholder can look at the big picture of the project and help make decisions which can improve
the performance of the whole project. By using process mapping the activities that increase value
can be identified and more resource and time can be expended on that activity. Waste activities,
activities which use up resources and time without adding value (Taghizadegan 2006), can also
be identified and can be modified or eliminated. Also, improvements can be suggested to the
existing process to make it more efficient.
Process mapping involves interviewing different people in the project and collecting the
information to create visual streams of activities. This could be beneficial to the project because
a person from a different process, say for e.g. operations people, can give his/her inputs in the
design phase of the building which could later help operations when the actual building has been
constructed. Also, since the processes are made transparent due to the visual mapping, the inputs
18

of all the stakeholders can be identified and integrated in the initial stage. This can help make the
baseline plan itself sustainable, thereby reducing costs.

2.7 Lean and Green Modeling Protocol
2.7.1 Lean Origins
Lean thinking can be traced back to when Ford setup the first assembly line production
for the “Model T” in 1908. This was later adopted and optimized by Toyota after the Second
World War. Together with the implementation of quality initiatives and the incorporation of
statistical process control methods, the processes defined Toyota Production System (Kister and
Hawkins 2006), which is widely used as Lean modeling now.

2.7.2 Lean Thinking
Lean, and Lean Thinking, can most simply be described as the elimination of waste and
creation of value for the customer (Kister and Hawkins 2006). Wastes can be due to:
•

Overproduction - excess production and early production due to improper planning of
requirements;

•

Waiting - delays;

•

Maintenance Planning and Scheduling;

•

Transportation - improper layout, long moves, re-distributing, pick-up/put-down;

•

Processing - poor process design due to undefined inputs;

•

Inventory - too much material, excess storage space required;

•

Motion - walking to get parts, tools, etc., lost motion due to poor equipment access;
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•

Defects - part defects, shelf life expiration, process errors, etc.
Lean thinking is to design the process by eliminating the wastes mentioned above.

Designing for lean involves elements such as reduction of process lead times, improving process
and product quality to zero defects and minimization of costs (Taghizadegan 2006).

2.7.3 Lean Themes
Some of the Lean principles are discussed below (Taghizadegan 2006):•

Value - defined by the customer

•

Value Stream - course of activities performed to plan, design, construct, operate and
deliver to the customer.

•

Value Stream Management - visually mapping the value stream from concept to delivery

•

Value Stream Mapping

•

-

Indentifying all key activities

-

Distinguish between value and non-value added activities

-

Charting existing and future process

Value-adding activities - activities which are beneficial to the customers end
requirements

•

Non value-adding activities - activities that take resources, expend time and money, but
do not add to the value of the project.

2.7.4 Lean and Green Modeling Protocol
The goal for the L&G protocol is to enable representation (current state maps), analysis,
and improvement (future state maps) of the green building delivery process (Klotz 2007).
This can be accomplished by –
20

•

Facilitation of visualization and process transparency – this helps everyone understand

the process without needing any technical background, thus helping communicate the process
better.
•

Display of value adding activities - to identify activities adding to the customer

satisfaction.
•

Display of wasteful activities

•

Use of relevant metrics for process control – clearly defines the process for measurement.

•

Analysis for optimized placement of added processes - to modify or suggest a new

process to streamline the process.
The development of this modeling protocol attests to the maturation of lean practices in
construction (Klotz 2007). Also, in this protocol, environment is considered a customer to
incorporate value into processes affecting the environment. A conceptual connection between the
end user and the environment is drawn in relation to process waste reduction (Klotz 2007).

2.8 Conclusions
The literature review presented in this chapter identifies characteristics of sustainable
building and its delivery, process mapping and the different methods available, Lean theory and
its relationship to the Lean and Green modeling protocol for construction. This knowledge can
help investigate the leapfrogging potential of sustainable building delivery in India by identifying
key process attributes of the Soundarya project in India, and comparing these attributes with
those identified for the Toyota Project in the U.S.
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3

Research Methods

This chapter covers topics needed to understand the methodology used in this research.
The research methods describe the different steps required achieve the goal of investigating the
leapfrogging potential of sustainable building delivery in India by identifying key process
attributes for the Soundarya project in India, and comparing these attributes with those identified
in the Toyota project in U.S. The data collection process is also described to understand
interviewing as a qualitative research method to collect subjective data required for the study’s
goal.

3.1 Research Approach
This research is focused on investigating the leapfrogging potential of sustainable
building delivery in India by identifying key process attributes for the Soundarya project in
India, and comparing these attributes with those identified for the Toyota project in the U.S. The
most appropriate method for this research is to conduct a case study. Case studies encourage indepth investigation of the research subject (Fellows and Liu 1998). Utilizing a case study
research approach arises out of the need to understand a complex phenomenon, event, or process
(Yin 2003). Frequently, a case study is selected because it bears strong resemblance to a greater
condition or there is an opportunity to demonstrate alternatives (Fellows and Liu 1998; Yin
2003).
There is limited knowledge on the sustainable building practices in India especially in the
delivery processes for a building. While always regarded as important, the project delivery
process has not widely been thought of as a source of innovation on sustainable projects
(Lapinski 2005). This knowledge can be essential to reduce the cost of a sustainable building
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without compromising on the features required to make it sustainable. Since the project in
Toyota was a successful project in terms of the building delivery, it would be a suitable
candidate for comparison to a similar study being conducted on the Soundarya Project in India.

3.2 Research Steps
1. Literature Review: Conduct literature reviews to understand sustainable building delivery
and process mapping techniques for sustainable building delivery. This is essential to
achieve the research objective of this study.
2. Modeling Approach: Understand the modeling approach used in the Toyota project to
map their process of the sustainable building. Use a similar modeling approach for the
Soundarya Project in India.
3. Map Current State Maps: Using the modeling approach, the process maps for the
Soundarya Project are developed.
4. Compare Key Process Attributes: The key process attributes identified for the Soundarya
project are compared to the key process attributes of the Toyota project.
5. Guidelines based on Current State Maps and Comparisons: Based on the results of the
comparison and the process maps, a set of guidelines to accomplish leapfrogging for
sustainable building delivery is recommended for future sustainable projects in India.
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3.3 Data Collection
This section speaks about the methodology in which the data for the study is collected.

3.3.1 Process Mapping
Process Maps help the project participants better visualize the delivery process. It is a
visual aid for picturing work processes which shows how inputs, outputs and tasks are linked
(Anjard 1996). The process maps make it easier to understand and analyze the key attributes
needed for an efficient sustainable building delivery. See section 2.4 for further explanation on
process mapping for understanding the delivery process. In this research, the process maps are
divided into 3 levels, with the first level describing the overall phases of the building project. The
second level shows the functional flows between the phases and the third level shows detailed
flows on the inputs, the activities and the outputs (Lapinski 2005). The data for this process maps
is collected by doing qualitative interviewing with the project participants involved in the
Soundarya Project.

3.3.2 Interview Techniques and Process
The study in the Toyota Campus facility used qualitative interviewing techniques to
collect data from the project (Lapinski, 2005). This method is used for the Soundarya project in
India as well. In qualitative research, interviewing is one of the most popular methods of
soliciting data from the project. Interviews are a data collection mechanism where the researcher
asks a participant a direct question, seeking a response (Yin 1999).
Fellow and Liu (2003) and Yin (1999) demonstrate three interview types: (1) Structured;
(2) semi-structured or focused; and, (3) unstructured or open-ended. Structured interviews are
more common for quantitative research where the study would require repetitive information
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from multiple sources. In quantitative research, the approach is structured to maximize the
reliability and validity of measurement of key concepts (Seidman 2006). Semi-structured or
focused interviews are used in this study as it allows the researcher to ask questions that could
lead to continued conversation and additional or new data. Unstructured, open-ended questions
allow respondents to answer from a variety of dimensions (Lewis 2000). This can be useful to
get a wide variety of data on a particular research rather than having a single focused data point.
Interviewing Process
The interviewing process consists of having multiple interview session with the architect,
service consultants and the client for the Soundarya project. The interviewing process is similar
to that used in the Toyota project with some minor changes especially related to defining the
building delivery process. Also, since in the Soundarya project the client was in a different place,
most of the interaction with the client was using electronic mail. It was not possible to have all of
project participants in the same place at the same time, therefore individual meetings were held
to solicit data from them. The important people involved in these meetings were the chief
architect of the architect firm, Anand and Associates, two people working in the Soundarya
project from the service consultants McD BERL and the client, Soundarya Decorators.
The initial set of interviews is held with the architects, since in addition to being the
architect they also handled the project management aspect of the Soundarya Project. The person
interviewed is the chief architect of Anand and Associates responsible for handling the
Soundarya project. The initial interview session deals with the definition of the value for this
project. The value of the project is defined by going through the project documentation provided
by the architect. This definition of the value is clarified by the architect and confirmed by the
client. The value for the Soundarya project is to build an ‘easy to maintain building that
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optimizes economic output and minimizes environmental damage’. This value helps understand
the building delivery process better.
The second set of interviews is semi-structured to help solicit data on the processes for
the different phases in building the Soundarya Project. The interviews are semi structured to gain
complete knowledge of the delivery process. The initial interviews in this session are held with
the architect to identify the high level building process. Since the project did not have predefined processes for the building delivery, the basic and generic building process is used for
guiding through the building delivery process.
The building process used is –
•

Planning

•

Design

•

Construction

•

Post – Construction

•

Post – Occupancy

Long semi-structured interviews are held with the architect to describe the process flow
in each of these phases. Discussion on the participants involved for each of the phases is also
carried out. Simultaneously, semi-structured interviews are held with the service consultants
McD BERL to solicit data on the processes for the above mentioned phases. Based on the data
collected a rough draft of the process maps is prepared on paper to encourage changes or
feedback to the process map from the participants.
The process maps are divided into 3 levels, with the first level describing the overall
phases of the building project. The second level of process maps is prepared to show the
functional flows between the phases and the output of that phase. The third level shows detailed
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flows on the inputs, the activities and the outputs for each of the process identified in all the
phases. This is done for all the phases in the delivery process to prepare process maps of the
Soundarya project. These maps are then sent to the owner for their feedback. Based on their
feedback, the process maps are then accurately mapped. The final prepared process maps are sent
to the architect, service consultants and owner for their approval. A follow up interviewing
session is held with the participants to confirm the process maps. This is followed by converting
the process maps from paper to a computer format using Microsoft Visio.

3.3.3 Data Analysis
Based on the data collected from the interviews with the key project participants, the
process maps are developed. The process maps of the Soundarya project are analyzed to identify
key attributes that were required for an efficient sustainable building delivery. A comparative
study of the key attributes of the Toyota project in the U.S. and Soundarya project in India is
carried out to help identify the key attributes which are comparable in both the projects and also
identify the key process attributes missing in the Soundarya project which are present in the
Toyota project.
Some of the key process attributes identified in the Toyota project in the U.S. that
improved its project delivery are (Lapinski 2005):
•

Early adoption of sustainable objectives, typically during the capital budgeting or
project strategy functions;

•

Aligning these objectives with the project business needs, thus making the
business case for sustainable building delivery;
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•

The identification / pursuit of building features that natural align with
sustainability;

•

Selection of experienced team members early in the project; and,

•

Alignment of team member competencies with project requirements/goals.

These are the key features in which the comparison would be carried out to help
understand the differences in the sustainable building delivery between the Toyota project and
the Soundarya project in India. These key process attributes comparisons are discussed more
comprehensively in Process Modeling Results and Analysis. Based on the results of the
comparison and the process maps, a set of guidelines to accomplish leapfrogging for sustainable
building delivery is recommended for future sustainable projects in India.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter described the research approach used to conduct this study to achieve the
goal of investigating the leapfrogging potential of the sustainable building delivery process in
India by identifying key process attributes for the Soundarya project in India, and compare these
attributes with those identified for an exemplary Toyota project in the U.S. It also briefly
describes the process of data collection and analysis of the data to help understand the key
attributes in effective sustainable building delivery.
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4

Process Modeling Results and Analysis

This chapter presents the process maps prepared for the sustainable building in India and
then identifies the key process attributes of the Soundarya project using these process maps. The
key attributes are then compared with the key process attributes identified in the Toyota project.

4.1 Project Details
4.1.1 Sustainable Building in India – Soundarya Project
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Figure 3: Soundarya Project in India
Figure 3: Soundarya Project in India is a LEED certified project in India. It is an interior
design factory/office complex located in Kollathur, Chennai, India. The owner was the interior
designing firm Soundarya Decorators and the architects were Anand Associates. The civil
contractors for this project were S.B Construction. The total built up area of the factory was
approx 33000 sq ft and the cost of the project is $2 million. Some of the features of the project
were –
•

Natural Ventilation and Reduction of Solar Heat Gain

•

Solar Thermal System for Heating – established through a parabolic trough system

•

Solar Thermal Vapor Absorption Chiller for AC – the heat from the solar thermal system
is used to power this chiller.

•

Wind + Photo Voltaic Hybrid System for Pumping Water - Two 400 watts hybrid pumps
are used to pump water for domestic water supply.

•

Rainwater Management, Grey water recycling, Black Water treatment are used to
conserve water.

•

Light roof with large overhang does not require gutter, down pipes.
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•

Elimination of doors, windows, side cladding – reduction in material.

•

Walls are form-finished concrete, which eliminates plastering and painting costs and
requires minimal maintenance.

•

A curved roof shape to enable the spanning of 21.5 meters with a light portal of only
350mm depth.

4.1.2 Sustainable building in USA – Toyota Project
The first LEED facility for Toyota is located in Torrance, Calif. This three-story
$87million office building of approximately 640,000 sq ft received a Gold certification for its
sustainable features (Lapinski 2005). Some features of this building are:•

Reclaimed water used for irrigation, toilets, and absorption chillers, eliminating the use of

almost all potable water;
•

Equipment in heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration does not require

ozone depleting chlorofluorocarbon based refrigerants by use of a mechanical system
including absorption chillers and boilers.
•

Over 50% by value of materials including all system furniture have incorporated recycled

content material to reduce the impacts from extracting new materials; and,
•

Almost 97% of construction waste was recycled to avoid landfills and recyclable

materials directed back to the manufacturing process. This included using tilt-up casting beds
as stone steppers in the garden areas.
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4.2 Process Maps - Sustainable Building in India
4.2.1 Process Map Key
The icons used in the process maps are explained in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Process Map Key

4.2.2 Level 1 Mapping
The Level 1(Figure 5) process mapping of the project gives a macro level view of the
complete process from the inception to the post – delivery of the sustainable building. Since the
Soundarya project did not have any defined process for the high-level mapping, the author used
the generic process flow for the project. The processes are:1.) Planning
2.) Design
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3.) Construction
4.) Post – Construction
5.) Post – occupancy
This simplified the process for the project participants to easily identify the different
process flows in each of the Level 1 process mapping components.

Figure 5: Level 1 Process Maps

4.2.3 Level 2 and 3 Mapping
The Level 2 and 3 mapping further expands each process of the Level 1 Mapping and
gives more details on each of the process. The Level 2 mapping gives the description of the
primary components for each of the processes defined in the Level 1 Mapping. The Level 3
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mapping further decomposes the Level 2 mapping and maps the entire flow of the process in
each of the phases in the building delivery.

4.2.3.1 Planning Process
In the Level 2 mapping (Figure 6), the planning process consists totally of two activities
and one output. The first activity, “Basic Requirements,” looks at the need of the project as
stated by the clients. This is the stage where the architect and the clients decide upon the type of
building required and other requirements such as the sustainable features needed to be
implemented in the project. The second activity “Project Planning” gives a description of all the
different activities which takes place during the planning stage of the building. The output from
the planning process is the schematic drawings and specifications for the project.
The Level 3 mapping (Figure 6) delves deeper into the Planning process. It consists of ten
activities and one output document. Firstly, the client states his requirements for the project, in
this case the client wanted a factory and office complex which could ‘optimize economic output
and minimize environmental damage’. Some of the other requirements were to have an efficient
and easy to maintain building. Feasibility studies were also required to see the economic benefit
of the project. One of the main requirements in terms of investments for sustainable features was
that its payback period must be less than 2 years for the clients to consider it for the project.
Once the requirements are clearly stated, the architect then works with the service consultants for
energy efficiency (solar and wind), optimal HVAC and PHE (Public Health Engineering) design.
In addition to this the architect also simultaneously takes input from the Steel Building
manufacturer to come up with a schematic drawing of the building. This schematic drawing is
then sent to the client for approval. If the client is not satisfied, they would give their feedback to
the architect for redesign. When the client finally approves the schematic drawing, it is sent to
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the structural engineer for designing the footings, columns and reinforcements for the building.
The structural engineer would also consider the soil test report to design the components. The
drawing and the design are sent to the architect for approval. The final design document for this
phase would contain the master plan of the project, the schematic drawings for the building and
the reinforcement details.
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Figure 6: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Planning Process
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4.2.3.2 Design Process
In the level 2 mapping (Figure 7), the process maps contain three activities and one
output. The three activities are arriving at the “Bill of Quantities”, starting the “tender and
bidding” process for the contractors and the “prototyping” of the different modules. The outputs
from this phase are the complete design for the building and the selection of the civil contractor,
so the construction activities can start.

Expanding the level 2 maps, the level 3 maps (Figure 7) have seven activities, one
document and one output. The BOQ (Bill of quantities) is created by doing a material and
resource takeoff of the project. The architect is responsible for this process. Once the
approximate cost of the project is known, the client and the architect invite various civil
contractors to bid for the job and the tender is awarded to the best bidder. The chosen contractor
starts some of the preliminary activities required to start the construction with the good for
construction drawings. Simultaneously, the contractor, with the help of the architect, starts the
prototyping for the green modules for the construction. The prototyping is carried out because
these modules were new to the project participants and was not implemented before in any other
project. Since it was new to the architect and the contractor, various prototypes with
permutations to both material and methods were prepared to arrive at the best prototype, which
could then be used for construction. The finalized prototypes are then incorporated into the final
design. The construction activities begin immediately after the final design is approved and
checked off.
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Figure 7: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Design Process
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4.2.3.3 Construction Process
Level 2 mapping (Figure 8, Figure 9) of the construction phase has four activities and one
output. It begins with the contractor giving the “construction schedule” for the project. Then the
actual hard construction begins with the contractor and sub-contractors reporting to the architect.
The architect “monitors” the quality of the work and then authorizes payments depending on the
quantity of work done. The “LEED consultant” is then brought in to address the formalities and
the documents required to apply for the certification of the building. The output from this phase
is the “substantial completion” of the project.

Level 3 mapping (Figure 8, Figure 9) consists of twelve activities and one output. In this
phase, the civil contractor and the sub contractors for plumbing and electrical work give their
schedule of work to the architect for approval. The kick-off meeting is the first meeting with all
the key project participants. The participants include the client, the architect, civil contractor and
the various sub contractors. This kick-off meeting is essential to make sure that the project
details are communicated properly to all the project participants. It is also intended to clear any
doubts about the project from the different participants. Immediately after the kick-off meeting,
the site development activities and the construction activities begin. A weekly meeting is held to
address changes and issues which occur during the construction process. The changes are
reflected on the schedule and are then communicated to the client. Completed work is inspected
by the architect to check for quality and faults in the construction. If rework is needed, the
schedule is changed accordingly. Additionally, a penalty is also imposed on the contractor if the
mistake is major. The architect then authorizes payment for the work done by the contractor,
which is then paid by the client to the architect. When the project is nearing substantial
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completion, the LEED consultant is brought in to the project to start documenting the different
aspects which could help the building get LEED certified. The consultant does the paperwork for
the formalities and then applies for the certification with the Indian Green Building Council
(IGBC),

which

is

affiliated
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to

the

USGBC.

Figure 8: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Construction Process 1
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Figure 9: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Construction Process 2
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4.2.3.4 Post – Construction Process
The Level 2 mapping (Figure 10) for the Post – Construction process consists of two
activities and one output. The “defects” after construction are listed by both the architect and the
client and then discussed with the contractor to resolve it. The “certification and the
commissioning” are done for the building. The output for this phase is the “handover” of the
building to the client.

The level 3 mapping (Figure 10) consists of ten activities and one output. Firstly, the
construction defects are listed out by both the architect and the client after the construction is
substantially completed. The defects are then checked against a tolerance level. The tolerance
levels are supplied either by an industry standard or a standard code. If the defect is below the
tolerance level, the architect simply passes them up without any further action. If they are above
the tolerance level, the contractor either has to pay the penalty for the mistake or redo the work
to avoid penalty. Simultaneously, the service contractors would give a live working demo of
their work in the building to the client. This is to familiarize the client with the different controls
and features present in the plumbing and electrical works. The architect then certifies the service
consultants and the civil contractors to demobilize their materials and resources. The service
consultants are required to maintain their systems even after the construction activities; hence
they have an Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC) with the client. The architect then authorizes
the final payment to all contractors, after which the contractors supply the owner-client with the
as-built drawings of their systems. Finally, the project is handed over to the client.
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Figure 10: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Post-Construction Process
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4.2.3.5 Post- Occupancy Process
The Level 2 mapping (Figure 11) of this phase consists of three activities, the “feedback”
activity, the “audit” activity and the “LEED certification” activity. The feedback activity solicits
information on the different systems from the occupant of the building. The auditing of all these
systems is done by a 3rd person auditing agency to make sure everything is working according to
design. Finally after the feedback and the auditing, the client applies for the certification of the
building.

The Level 3 mapping (Figure 11) of this phase contains ten activities. In the feedback
stage, the owner gives information to all the participants including the service consultants, the
architect and the contractor. The energy systems installed, the waste water treatment plant, the
HVAC and other systems are all used for a couple of months and then the user or the building
occupant gives feedback to the respective consultant. If the system is not working fine, it is
remedied to work as designed. After the systems are working in place, they are audited by a 3rd
party auditor to ensure an unbiased measurement of the performance of the different systems. All
the documents used in the project are also audited. Once the audit is done, the client calls upon
the LEED consultant and applies for the LEED certification of the building.
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Figure 11: Level 2 and 3 Maps – Post-Occupancy Process
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4.3 Analysis of Process Maps
4.3.1 Comparison of the Process maps
This section deals with the comparisons between the Toyota Project and the Soundarya
Project. Firstly, the key process attributes needed to make the Soundarya project successful are
described. This is then compared to the findings from the Toyota Project.

4.3.1.1 Key Processes to make the Sustainable building in India successful
•

Initial Client involvement – The owner-client in this project were interior decorator
manufacturers, hence they had a substantial amount of knowledge on sustainability. This
was very helpful for the project to be sustainable because the architects did not have to
convince the owner the merits of being sustainable, hence reducing skepticism and
increasing confidence to build green. As the client is also the funding stakeholder of the
project, it is important to have their support at the very beginning.

•

Aligning the green features with business objectives – The clients were very clear on
the total capital costs for the project. If any of the sustainable features cost more than the
equivalent non-sustainable solution, they wanted to know the payback period. If the
payback period was within 2 years or less, they were ready to pay the premium. This is
important because the client could have decided to keep initial costs low and compromise
on the sustainable features or they could have gone completely sustainable and increased
the project cost with an impractical payback. In either case, the building would not have
been truly sustainable because one of the key features of a sustainable building is being
“economical”. This made sure that the building was environmentally friendly as well as
economical.
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•

Initial goal of being sustainable not being certified – Another aspect of the building
was that the building was constructed without the intention of getting LEED certified.
This helped in the design of the building, as it fostered a design which looked at
incorporating a solution which was truly sustainable and reducing the costs at the long
run rather than looking at incorporating features needed for LEED certification. This is
all the more important for this project considering the fact that the LEED AP was only
involved for the documentation and in the application for the LEED certification and not
in the design phase.

•

Project Designers with Sustainable expertise – The service consultants for this project
had previous knowledge on sustainable buildings as they had worked on sustainable
projects in the UK. This is critical since sustainable buildings is a relatively new field in
India and finding design experts in this field can be a time consuming affair. Also, the
architects for this project have substantial knowledge on sustainability.

4.3.1.2 Comparison of the Key Process Attributes
Though the Soundarya building in India is a factory/office space and the Toyota project
in the U.S. is an office building, the process used to deliver the Soundarya project would remain
the same irrespective of the type of the building. So the comparison makes a valuable study of
the key process attributes to understand the leapfrogging potential.
The Toyota project lists 8 key process attributes which made the project highly effective
at delivering sustainable buildings (Lapinski 2005). These processes are compared with the
Soundarya project to find similar processes that add value to that of the attributes found in the
Toyota Project. The following table compares the processes.
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Table 3: Comparison of Key Process Attributes
Key Process
No

Attributes in

Related Key Process
Value Added

Toyota Project
1

Attributes in

Value Added

Example

Soundarya Project

Identify unique

Ensures that all

Early commitment for

Ensures initial support

Client’s written

sustainable project

environmental

a sustainable building

for prime stakeholder.

objective for building

opportunities early,

options are explored

from key

This helps set the

was: “The main

regardless of LEED

and the resulting

stakeholders.

commitment towards

objective was to

certification efforts

sustainable

sustainability early on

‘optimize economic

initiatives align with

the project. Architect

output and minimize

overall project goals

commitment on

environmental

sustainability defines

damage’.”

the effective design for
the project.
2

Generate an eco-

Demonstrates

Prepare a presentation

Ensures all project

PowerPoint

statement of project

commitment to

to all project

participants from

presentation on

environmental

sustainability early

participants

client to sub-

sustainable buildings

initiatives. Revisit

in the delivery

highlighting all key

contractor understand

and the different

and revise as project

process

environmental and

concept of

technologies to be

sustainable features.

sustainability early on.

used in the project.

progresses
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Key Process
No

Attributes in

Related Key Process
Value Added

Toyota Project
3

Attributes in

Value Added

Example

Soundarya Project

Align high

Combines smart

Inputs from all key

HVAC, PHE and

If the payback period

performance

business sense with

project participants to

energy consultants are

of sustainable feature

sustainable facility

good design,

align sustainable

involved in the design

was 2years or less, the

goals with overall

construction, and

features with business

stage with the architect client accepted it. This

project business

operation techniques

objective

to reduce capital costs.

was executed by
involving all service

need

consultants in the
design stage to arrive
at appropriate design.
4

Explore all logical

Correct project

Initial feasibility

Ensures that the

Studies on topography

solutions prior to

delivery

studies

solution chosen would

to design storm water

picking a direction.

path chosen

help attain the owners’

and waste water

objective.

management system

Confirm by upper
management
approval
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Key Process
No

Attributes in

Related Key Process
Value Added

Toyota Project
5

6

Attributes in

Value Added

Example

Soundarya Project

Select team

Product consistency

Client preferred list of

Ensures smooth

Client specified

members from a

and quality

project participants.

process flows. Also

contractors for

preferred network of

enhanced due to

crucial due to

plumbing and

Business Partners

experience and

sustainable buildings

electrical. No bidding.

familiarity with

being relatively new in

delivery processes

the construction area.

Seek cross

Right resources

No Related Process

functional input

tapped at the right

Present

from all disciplines

time to optimize

throughout the

delivery process

delivery process

sequences
and outputs
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Key Process
No

Attributes in

Related Key Process
Value Added

Toyota Project
7

Attributes in

Value Added

Example

Soundarya Project

Reflect, learn from,

Continuous process

First sustainable

This project can be

Some of the

and share project

improvement,

project for the client

used as a benchmark

sustainable features

successes and

increased

as well as the

for the company or

were executed first

challenges

customer satisfaction architect

outside the company

time in this project in

to advance knowledge

an iterative process.

in sustainable building

This can be used

delivery in India.

directly for future
projects.

8

Challenge Business

Builds strong

No related process

Partners to

business

present

continuously

relationships

improve

and mutual respect
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5 Conclusions
5.1 Research Summary
The goal of this research is to investigate the leapfrogging potential of
sustainable building delivery in India by identifying key process attributes for an
exemplary sustainable building project in India, and comparing these attributes
with those identified for an exemplary sustainable project in the U.S. The exemplary
building in the U.S. utilized lean principles to map and assess key process attributes in
their sustainable building delivery (Lapinski 2005).
The primary objectives of this research were to: (1) Examine sustainable
buildings and its differences in delivery from a traditional building. This is conducted by
literature reviews to see the delivery differences between a traditional and sustainable
building. (2) Map the delivery process in a sustainable building in India. The lean and
green modeling protocol which uses lean principles applied to a building delivery is used
in this research. (3) Use the process maps to identify key process attributes in the delivery
process for a sustainable outcome. (4) Compare these process maps to the sustainable
building in Unites States of America to gain understanding in the differences and
similarities in processes. (5) Based on the results of the comparison and the process maps,
a set of guidelines to accomplish leapfrogging for sustainable building delivery is
recommended for future sustainable projects in India
The comparison of the key process attributes of the project in India and the
project in U.S. of America show many similarities and some key differences. This is
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demonstrated better by comparing each of the key process attributes identified in the
Toyota Project with the equivalent process attribute in the Soundarya project.

5.2 Research Contributions
The research contributions made by this study are described below:

5.2.1 Analysis of the delivery process in India
By visually representing the process, it has allowed capturing all data required to
understand the delivery process of a sustainable project in India. The process maps
helped identify the key process attributes to ensure a sustainable outcome for the project
in India. The analysis also gives an opportunity to document the delivery process of a
sustainable project in India.

5.2.2 Application of lean principles to study a project in India
The application of the Lean and Green modeling protocol used in the research
gives importance to understanding the whole delivery process before improving it. This is
evident in the Toyota project in the U.S., where the modeling protocol clearly indicates
the potential at streamlining project delivery in order to reduce the cost of sustainable
projects (Lapinski 2005). This research employed a similar model to map the delivery
process for the Soundarya project. This modeling protocol has allowed capturing
essential insights of the delivery process which could then be compared to the Toyota
project.
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5.3 Research Implications
Some of the implications from the analysis and comparisons are listed:

5.3.1 Key Process Attributes of Soundarya Project
The key process attributes include initial commitment from key project
participants to include sustainable objectives in the project. Aligning these sustainable
objectives with the business objectives is a key attribute in the delivery process of the
building. To execute these sustainable objectives effectively, expertise in sustainability
was required from client, architects and the service consultants (Energy and PHE). Apart
from these key findings, some of the other findings from the project were the use of
public forums online to get information on sustainability and its implementation.

5.3.2 Comparisons of the Key Process Attributes
The comparative description of each of the key process attributes described in the
previous chapter allows better understanding of the implications of the comparisons
between the two projects.
The key process attributes found in the Soundarya Project are comparable to the
Toyota Project including that of:
•

Early commitment to sustainability.

•

Educating the project participants on sustainable technologies.

•

Project participants with sustainable expertise.
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The Soundarya project could have been improved with better emphasis on cross
functional inputs during the course of the project. The lack of an existing framework to
make business partners improve based on the results of this project is evident. This is
critical as feedback can ensure further optimization of the process between the different
project participants.
Finally, while the projects are comparable, the Soundarya project can be further
enhanced by improving the processes described above to help adopt the best practices in
related planning, design and construction of sustainable buildings.

5.3.3 Guidelines for leapfrogging sustainable building delivery in India
Since the Soundarya project chosen is an exemplary project in terms of
sustainable building delivery in India , the analysis of its building delivery and the results
of the comparisons of the key process attributes with the Toyota project can be used for
outlining recommendations to help accomplish leapfrogging of sustainable building
delivery in India to that of the best available sustainable building delivery practices. The
key findings from this research help define a series of guidelines which can be used to
ensure a sustainable outcome:
a. Early commitment for a sustainable building from key stakeholders.
b. Educating

all

project

participants

on

sustainable

technologies

before

commencement of project.
c. Gain knowledge on different sustainable technologies for projects from a variety
of media including internet, journals and books.
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d. Selecting project team members with sustainable experience.
e. Aligning business objectives with sustainable features.
f. Explore all logical solutions for the project.
g. Cross functional input during all stages of the delivery stage.
h. Use preferred set of contractors and sub-contractors.
i. Give feedback on project to all participants for further improvement
j. Upload project findings to common public database
Figure 12: Sustainable Delivery Guideline Chart is based on the guidelines
outlined represented in the form of a construction schedule showing the guidelines in the
respective phases of the project. This can be used to identify the key process attributes
required in each phase of the project to deliver an efficient sustainable building.
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Figure 12: Sustainable Delivery Guideline Chart
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5.4 Potential for future studies
5.4.1 Leapfrogging the sustainable delivery process
The comparison of the key process attributes and the guidelines outlined can be
used to improve the process delivery in a sustainable project in India by implementing the
guidelines in an actual construction project. This will help in accomplishing leapfrogging
the sustainable building delivery process in India to the best available practices. The
results from the project can be used to corroborate the guidelines listed in this research.

5.4.2 International Framework
While this research compared projects in India and the U.S., further studies can be
carried out on other nations where the delivery process is more efficient to arrive at an
international framework to address the best practices for building delivery process in a
sustainable building.

5.4.3 Use of Internet as a medium for information
Since information on implementing sustainable buildings were either limited or
protected, using the internet as a media to solicit information on sustainability and its
implementation was carried out in the Soundarya project. It involved asking suggestions
and guidelines in public internet forums to address issues raised in the implementation of
some of the sustainability features. This concept can be further researched to understand
its implication in the field of sustainability to maintain a level playing field across the
industry.
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5.5 Limitations
While this research has focused data from a single project in India and compared
it to a project in U.S., it has given valuable information and insights in the delivery
process from a single data point. To corroborate the results of this study, research on
multiple data sources needs to be conducted.
Some of the limitations in this study are that the data could be solicited only from
key project participants such as the client, architect and the service consultants. This
research can be further expanded by getting information from all the involved
participants in the project. This could lead to more accurate process maps and thereby
increasing the scope for the analysis of the comparisons.

5.6 Final Remarks
This research has identified the key process attributes for delivering the
Soundarya project in India and compared these attributes to those identified in a previous
study of the Toyota project in the U.S. The results reinforce that current practice in
building delivery for an exemplary project in India is comparable to the best practices
followed in the Toyota project albeit with more emphasis required in defining the
different modules in the delivery process before the commencement of the project. Also,
while the Soundarya project was comparable to the Toyota project in the Planning phase,
there is more opportunity for improvement in the other phases of the project. This can
help further in optimizing the delivery process.
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Utilizing the information gained from the process maps and the comparisons
prepared in the research, the guidelines outlined can be used as recommendations to
accomplish leapfrogging the sustainable building delivery process to the best available
practices, which could help reduce the upfront cost of the sustainable building. The cost
savings from this can be invested into more aggressive sustainable technologies, thereby
bringing operational cost further down.
This research also corroborates some of the other studies on adopting sustainable
building guidelines for developing countries like India. Some of critical barriers
identified in the study are the cost of building ‘sustainable’ and the unorganized nature of
the construction industry (Potbhare et al. 2009) . The process maps and the guidelines
from this research study can help mitigate the barriers identified.
Also, as used in the Soundarya project, using internet as a medium to solicit
information can be adopted for other developing nations where knowledge on sustainable
building and its implementation is relatively new. This helps faster permeation of the
sustainable principles into the building industry of many industrializing regions.
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